From: Jane Huuse
]
Sent: 30 March 2016 01:20
To: Glyn Rhonwy Pumped Storage Scheme
Subject: Representation following open meeting on 8/3/2016

To the Examining Authority
Please find attached our written representation on behalf of 40 Waunfawr residents following
on from the open meeting held at Electric Mountain Llanberis on 08th March 2016.
The representation consists of a text file (SPH-representation_Waunfawr...) and a file
containing illustrations referred to in the text (GlynRhonwy_Objection...).
We hold a list of the residents represented herein and can provide this if required. We would
ask that in such a case the names are not made public on your website.
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any questions about the submission.
With best wishes
Deirdre J Huuse

Community representation by Waunfawr residents, following on from preliminary Meeting about the Glyn
Rhonwy Pumped Storage Scheme application for DCO, held at Electric Mountain 8th March 2016

Summary
On behalf of 40 residents along the proposed Q1 access route through Waunfawr, we strongly
oppose the proposed Glyn Rhonwy Pumped Storage scheme on grounds of its large negative
environmental footprint relative to its energy output. The development’s footprint is on a par with
Dinorwig but its output is only 6%. A more landscape-efficient solution is needed in order not to ruin
Britain’s’ upland areas for generations to come. We strongly oppose the use of the unnamed road
(‘Green Lane’) from Waunfawr to Cefn Du on the grounds that it is unfit for purpose and the traffic
would cause years of excessive nuisance, blight and significant risk to life and property of residents
and road users. We ask the developer and ExA to consider, in earnest, an alternative Q1 access
route, notably a direct route between Q6 and Q1 which could be landscaped to provide a
construction grade track during development and landscaped again to minimize lasting
environmental footprints. The objection to the scheme and the use of the proposed access route
from Waunfawr is shared by more than 85% of respondents to a village survey carried out in March
2016.
If Q1 access through Waunfawr is maintained and a DCO granted we ask that a strict traffic
management plan is put in place, that working hours are limited to 8-18h Monday to Friday, that a
liaison group is formed enabling residents to be consulted in all phases of the construction, that
proper blight and structural surveys of affected properties is carried out prior to any construction
traffic and adequate funds set aside and managed by an independent body to compensate those
affected, that proper noise and vibration monitoring is carried out. We oppose the proposed
common land swap along the proposed access route and request that any road widening is done
using construction grade temporary surfacing that can be removed upon completion of construction
traffic so that the green roadside can be restored. We finally ask that any DCO should stipulate that
the site around Q1 be restored to its present peaceful state with a clause that organised leisure
activities or slate mining will be prohibited for the duration of the scheme.
This document outlines our main lines of objection and proposes alternatives. We make reference to
numbered illustrations provided in a separate file (GlynRhonwy_Objection_WaunfawrResidents.pdf)

Chapter 1: Introduction
On behalf of 40 Waunfawr residents along the proposed Q1 access route and 87% of the
respondents to the village survey conducted in March 2016, we oppose the SPH Pumped Hydro
Scheme in its entirety and the proposed Q1 access through Waunfawr in particular (E1-E6). The
scheme is not part of an optimal solution to the UK’s need to balance the grid as it has an
exceptionally large environmental footprint in an area of outstanding natural beauty and industrial
heritage where a much larger and underutilized pump-storage facility already exists. If this gets past
it will set a precedent for the degradation of other beautiful upland regions. The objection to the
overall scheme is discussed in more detail in the latter parts of this document (Chapter 5).
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Since the overall validity of the scheme depends on many factors and ultimately is decided by DECC
and potential investors, we focus here on our most immediate concern, which is the use of the
unnamed road to Cefn Du through Waunfawr (the ‘Green Lane’) for construction traffic accessing
Q1. The residents along the access route and 92% of the respondents to the village survey strongly
object to construction access along this route.
Although it is perhaps unsurprising that there may be objection to routing of heavy construction
traffic through an otherwise peaceful village and popular recreational area, particularly by residents
situated along the proposed route, we believe in this case, the detrimental impact of such proposals
could be much more far reaching than the construction traffic in itself. Having spoken to a number
of residents in different parts of the village it became clear that few were informed about the
significant 2015 upscaling of SPH development plans affecting the village and a number were totally
unaware of any development plans whatsoever (E6). Many of the most affected residents have
found it frustrating that the Waunfawr Community Council has (at time of writing) failed to engage
in dialogue with those along the proposed access route. Instead they continue to voice support for
the scheme through Eurig Wyn the local community Councillor who does not appear at all
concerned about the impacts this will have on the community in terms of safety and nuisance for
residents and leisure users on the hill.
Eurig has repeatedly appeared in local papers with promises of SPH gifts for the village without ever
mentioning the trade-off impacts it will have on the environment or residents’ lives. Although we do
not doubt his good intentions to bring work and a football pitch to the village there is concern that if
a precedent for allowing heavy construction vehicles through the village is set other slate-based
activities could follow-on this development resulting in years or even decades of blight of affected
properties (Chapter 2). Our councillor has a track record of promoting these types of activities in
neighbouring villages to the detriment of similar communities situated on the edge of Snowdonia
Park http://www.dailypost.co.uk/news/gwynedd-slate-quarry-plan-thrown-8432241. The chain of
events which has led to the insistence of SPH to use this dubious route to access Q1 is difficult to
ascertain as all meetings have been private with no representatives of affected parties being
allowed. Our local councillor had meetings with the local highways department regarding this route
before most Waunfawr residents were even aware of the scheme. Finally after open days for the
advertised Glyn Rhonwy Development had been held in Llanberis (who could guess that this was a
development which would blight Waunfawr) we managed to persuade Eurig to hold a village
meeting in Waunfawr to hear the intentions of QBC. At these meetings we were assured that our
objection to the proposed use of the Waunfawr road was unfounded. It was claimed the disruption
would be minimal only 2 HGV’s a day and one bus of 30 workers, with working hours 8.30-4.30pm.
This quickly changed in the detailed 2012 planning application. Would those who attended the
original meetings look through thousands of pages of information on a website to check that QBC’s
promises were honoured? When residents along the access route received written notification that
SPH is applying to increase the scheme’s capacity to 100 MW we were told “The revised scheme is
identical in every respect to the original one, save for the size of the buried equipment,” says SPH
managing director Dave Holmes. “I can’t say this any more clearly: nothing above ground would
change.” , many of us foolishly trusted that SPH was telling the truth. However, on reading the new
2015 traffic predictions those along the proposed access route have now woken up to the fact that
SPH’s plans will bring danger, nuisance and financial concerns to Waunfawr citizens.
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Concerned about the broader implications of the up-scaled 2015 proposal for the village, a number
of the residents undertook flyering the village. These fliers contained information about the
proposed route, the new SPH traffic projections and direct link to the SPH planning documents and
UK planning inspectorate website (E1-6). The flyers gave residents the opportunity to respond to a
questionnaire (both paper and electronic) to give their view on the development, access and
whether they had received adequate information. We set up a village website http://www.cefndu.cymru (bilingual as a large number of the residents along the proposed access road and in the
village are Welsh speakers), through which people could post their comments and including links to
SPH and the planning authority (E4). It was believed to be an unbiased way of gauging if the Cefn Du
landscape is utilised and valued by the residents (a matter ignored by SPH), whilst gaining peoples
view on the scheme as a whole, and their views on using the Cefn Du road for construction traffic.
This we felt, would give a more local and valid picture of resident’s opinions of the scheme rather
than the SPH statistics from open days e.g. In Llanberis where many tourists (as well as some locals)
having just looked round an impressive and considerably more environmentally friendly Pumped
Storage Facility got to unknowingly decide on the fate of a village on the other side of the mountain.
The bulk of the flyering took place on 19/03/2016 with collection the next day and the option to fill
out forms electronically. Approximately 300 flyers were distributed, as many as a team of volunteers
could devote time to distribute and collect. Assuming the 2011 population of 1,427 residents and
assuming ~ 3 residents per household then the majority of households were covered. We simply do
not have the magnitude of resources that the developer has. However, in 2012 QBC accidently
forgot to flier the residents along the access route in their initial campaign.
Responses were counted at 1 pm on 28/03/2016. The results of the questions asked can be seen in
E5-7). There was a positive uptake on the opportunity to have opinions voiced. There was a 22%
response rate which we are informed is a very good survey result. Please can the planning authority
request copies of each form if required and keep the names of the respondents confidential.
In summary, there was resounding opposition to the scheme (87%) and a 92% objection rate to the
use of the Waunfawr road for construction access to Q1.
Having read that SPH believes that routing hundreds of additional vehicles including large numbers
of HGVs along this lane would have only a “Minor Adverse impact” on residents and tourists reliant
on using the road we started to question why they arrived at such a statement. In doing so, major
questions arose as to the validity of the baseflow traffic count values used in the 2015 DCO
application as these were 50% greater than the values used in 2012. Incidentally, errors of the
magnitude identified are just enough to help explain the allocation of some of the dubious
categorisation of the risk. These discrepancies are addressed in full in Chapter 4, including a
summary of a 2016 traffic survey undertaken to evaluate if the new 2015 base flow figures could be
an accidentally error. A 50% increase on the 2012 values….perhaps due to accidently counting their
own vehicles setting up the Q1 site for pilot drilling (See chapter 4 for details)?

Chapter 2: Objections to the proposed Waunfawr access route
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Our principal objection as mentioned above, is the use of the “Green Road” through Waunfawr,
along Cefn Du to Q1. This is due to multiple factors which will adversely affect residents’ and visitors’
safety and wellbeing as well as have detrimental impact on property values and on the beautiful
landscape surrounding the village.
Some of the main reasons why this lane unsuitable for supporting construction traffic:
1) Currently a relatively quiet lane which primarily serves as an access route for homes and
businesses and those recreational users of Cefn Du (E7-E8). The detrimental impact would
be major on the whole community sited along this proposed route (E8-E13).
2) At present there are 56 households using this lane including 16 drives exiting directly on to
the lane (E11)
3) School children congregate daily at the edge of the Groeslon Ucha cross-roads whilst waiting
for the school bus. Here HGVs (up to 59 a day) as well as hundreds of additional vans and
cars are likely to be racing to access Q1. Fumes are likely to be bad and the chance of
accidents significantly increased (E9 & E10).
4) The lane has blind bends with adverse gradients (E9&10)
5) The narrow nature of the lane, particularly through the built up residential area at the
Groeslon Ucha cross-roads, makes it unsuitable for wide vehicles or increased two way
traffic flow (E9-E12).
6) Above the Groeslon Ucha cross roads residents already utilise part of the road as their only
means of parking. It seems unfair for them to be expected to park away from their homes
considering the often extreme weather, as further sacrifice to facilitate a private company
industrialising their local mountain (E12).
7) Many ancient houses and stone walls abutting the lane have no foundations and could suffer
collapse if heavy construction traffic is routed up this lane (E10 & E12, E13, E16 and E18).
Vibration monitoring of an event is too late for those inside! Monitoring during the pilot
drilling was flawed. Residents informed SPH of incidents when their houses had already
been damaged by vehicles but these were ignored when SPH’s assigned a safety risk to this
part of the road.
8) Previous history of HGV-related accidents (E14): SPH has seen the documentation but did
not include this information when assessing risk. See E14 for an indication of what could
have happened to pedestrians sharing this section of the road.
9) The upper part of the village’s water mains run either parallel to the road or beneath. These
risk rupture if heavy loads are forced to use the road (E15)
10) SPH has been made aware of certain houses actually below the road level which have
significant risk of landslip triggered by repeat loading HGV convoys using the road and this is
not mentioned in their safety concerns (E17&18). How can potential for landslip and death
be only a ‘minor adverse’ impact?
11) Above the Cefn Du cattle grid the lane itself is used by walkers, riders and residents linking
the community of upper Waunfawr together. Heavy traffic would prohibit this connectivity
or at worse potentially cause injury to those forced to share the road with this new traffic.
Many of these points listed as well as potentially causing significant disruption to residents
constitute safety issues, which the residents feel have not been identified let alone adequately
addressed in the SPH report.
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Safety:
The proposed Waunfawr access road, particularly above the cattle grid – adjacent to the common,
functions as a recreational artery between the village of Waunfawr and the open countryside above.
SPH’s statement that there is likely to be a negligible impact on road users (Table 12-23 Evaluation of
Significance Vol 2) is unfounded. The proposed construction traffic poses a direct threat to peoples’
safety along almost the entirety of the lane. With no pavements nor speed restrictions in the upper
part of the road (E12 and E19) and speed restrictions in the lower part of the lane (Snowdonia Fire
Protection end (E8&E10) already being breached, a huge increase in traffic without the appropriate
traffic calming measures will come with significant risks. Realistic impact magnitudes for different
parts of the lane are provided in Chapter 4.
With proposed working hours of 7 am -7 pm school children and mothers with prams as well as dog
walkers will be forced to share sections of the road with HGVs within centimetres of their persons, a
recipe for disaster (E14). The road cannot be widened next to housing immediately above the
Groeslon Ucha cross roads (E?). In a number of consultations SPH were made aware of residents’
concerns about the significant potential for road accidents on this stretch of road and provided with
photographic evidence of such events where loss of life was narrowly avoided (E9, 10 &12).
In winter it is not uncommon to encounter vehicles that have skidded on ice and crashed into the
ditch above the cattle grid. A more serious situation may arise if trucks, particularly trucks carrying
explosives suffer the same fate.
The lack of documentation of previous incidents in statistics cited by SPH weighs disproportionately
high on criteria for assigning a low/negligible risk of a construction traffic-related incident happening
in the future. This shows a disregard for very real and significant risks, considering that all the
physical elements for a disaster are blatantly present (E9-14).
With important Societies watching SPH (e.g. the Open Spaces Society), the company has given some
consideration for choice of footpath diversion close to Q1 (these are not optimal either, but the
severing of this stretch of road with the footpaths coming up from the village round the Hafod Oleu’s
has not been given adequate consideration.
At the Groeslon Ucha cross-roads and Croes y Waun junction we envisage traffic mayhem, the
former being a place where up-going traffic finds it notoriously difficult to start after coming to a full
stop (E9 &10). Already during the times of the school run, significant congestion occurs here. Not
enough has been mentioned as to the impact on even smaller, subsidiary lanes suddenly inundated
with traffic wishing to escape gridlock (E21 and E22). The narrow road to Llanrug already has drivers
pulling over to alternate the traffic flow. This will be grid-locked. People’s commute will be affected
for miles radiating from this “need” to use the Waunfawr access road (E1 &E21). Traffic will likely
back up along subsidiary lanes affecting children in our local village school (E1). They will not be
allowed to walk the lanes with such increased traffic and parents will struggle to make their
collections/drop offs as usual and their commute to work will be interrupted by numerous
encounters with the heavy construction traffic. These concerns were some of the main reasons for
fliering the village, giving people an opportunity to raise their concerns directly to the SPH and the
Examining Authority.
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Another safety consideration related to the use of the road for this project is the unnecessary risk of
transporting explosive components up the narrow residential section of the road (30 explosives
trucks in the latest plan compared with 10 in the 2012 plans). If this is approved the residents would
at least like advanced notice when these vehicles are going to be using the road so people have the
choice to remove themselves from this unwanted danger.
It is a mystery to us all that SPH suggests the overall impact of the development on cyclists and
pedestrians using the road to be positive. It is extrapolating a bit far suggest that new diverted
access routes at the very end of the road adjacent to Q1 may provide a better connection to the
path to LLanberis and that this merits a suggestion of a favourable impact for the road as a whole.
We contest this suggestion anyway as this diversion adds distance and cumulative altitude to this
route, forcing people to take in the view of a dying plantation forest instead of the beautiful open
moorland (E23-E24). This is a point also raised by the Open Spaces Society who considered the new
access/land swap to be an inadequate provisioning by SPH.
When SPH decided to apply for a DCO for a 100MW scheme they declared that nothing above
ground would change, but the new construction traffic estimates are more than double in terms of
total vehicle numbers and the number of heavy vehicles has increased 5-10 fold resulting in a vastly
greater impact than the originally proposed scheme (which may have been set unrealistically low to
pass Gwynedd Council approval?) (E1).
In relation to the fact that the Waunfawr access road leads to the Q1 compound additional concerns
have been noted by a number of different residents.
There is some question as to the safety and wisdom of storing large quantities of ammonium nitrate
etc. at the top of the road (30 truckloads stated in vol2bch_12_transportissued.pdf). During the
preliminary site surveys in 2015, expensive equipment was stolen from the site and lone security
guards were allegedly intimidated by gangs with baseball bats. There has been no mention of the
additional security staff and their associated vehicle presence which are likely to access the road at
unsociable hours, as they did, waking up the residents, during the preliminary survey. Are we safe
with such personnel guarding industrial-scale bomb-making-grade explosive components? Can some
clarification be given by SPH that any UXO that is found in Q6 will not be removed and transported
down the proposed Waunfawr access lane endangering our lives further? In 61.13.7.66 SPH states
“It is proposed that within Works 3 or 4A or 4D there will be the creation and use of one temporary
facility for the disposal of unexploded ordnance (UXO). Operations at the temporary facility are
envisaged to comprise of storage and disposal of any discovered UXO during ground works” and in
4.17.3 “Should any munitions be discovered, the Strategy will be implemented. The UXO will be
collected by specially trained personnel operating under strict procedures and will be destroyed
under controlled conditions within the site. All ordnance related wastes will be collected and
removed off site for disposal by a licensed carrier to a suitable disposal facility” (code of construction
Practice p42 vol3iappendix16.1cocp.pdf). Please can we see where “works”/detonation sites are on
a map? With any possible nerve gas and mustard gas following the prevailing winds at the time of
activation, and 100 lb+ bombs (too big for the RAF to safely detonate on site) having been
unaccounted for in Q6, we would like models of the anticipated effects to be made publically
available in local community centres and warnings to be set up when these events are likely to occur
or better still a cessation of this scheme in the name of public safety
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Linked with the comment about the appearance of gangs at Q1 during the pilot survey… Joyriders
and drug dealing is not uncommon along the lane at night and is something the residents are very
keen to avoid encouraging further, again something the new 4 m wide access track (devoid of
potholes and watching eyes) leading to a dead end, may facilitate. The building of permanent laybys
close to houses in our view, draws these gangs closer to residents something we do not want to
happen (E19&E20). We protest strongly to the permanent widening of the lane above the cattle grid
around the Hafod Oleu area and provision of new laybys by SPH. As it is explained in later sections
we believe this transforms the nature of the lane setting precedent for this lane to be used by HGVs
for purposes discussed subsequently. Residents have contacted both SPH and the representatives of
the Crown Estate objecting to the swap of 2.7 acres of common land adjacent to the road for road
widening purposes. We would ask the planning authority to help the village ensure this swap does
not take place as we can see cumulative impacts stretch for years to come. We propose a temporary
solution involving ruggedized matting which could be used, with the land being only temporarily
loaned and returned to common grazing after the completion of the project. Please could you help
ensure an effective dialogue between residents and SPH? Having objected to the swap what
happens now?
There is additional concern amongst many of the residents along the access route that if this scheme
is approved the beautiful landscape surrounding Waunfawr, Cefn Du and Moel Elio may become
under threat from further industrial/residential development activities. Setting a precedent to use
the lane as a route for heavy construction traffic will make it more difficult in the future to argue
that this area of outstanding natural beauty and industrial heritage be left for the public to enjoy.
Many of the neighbouring villages have witnessed a resurgence of quarrying activities over recent
years (E25). Our own Councillor has been extremely proactive in supporting the generation of a few
local jobs at the expense of other residents http://www.dailypost.co.uk/news/gwynedd-slatequarry-plan-thrown-8432241. Such initiatives could be compromising the security of the village in
the future if slate from Q1 and Q6 is transported onto private land (E25). We ask that a DCO, if
granted, could ensure that no further development, including mining of slate heaps, will happen at
Q1. This would ensure the long term safety for the village and alleviate depreciation of property
values along the access route (E26). The suggestion of road widening of a temporary nature on land
loaned to the developer would further help ensure that the upland areas can be returned to their
peaceful state and villagers do not suffer decades of blight.
Although we do appreciate the need to stimulate new job opportunities locally it does appear that
those businesses including a number of high tech companies are being overlooked by the rush to
promote this development. Numerous businesses along the access route are likely to be adversely
affected by increased traffic flow associated with such a routing of access route through Waunfawr
(E27 &28). We have included a list of some of the businesses operating in the village (E27 & 28).
Looking at the village as a whole, it seems a little extreme to suggest as Eurig repeatedly did in the
oral representation, that “the village is dying”. The 2011 census statistics suggest that the village has
1,427 inhabitants, with a 1.4% increase Welsh language speakers since 2001. The SPH economics
Chapter 14.7.15 (using 2001 statistics) suggests that the village has a below UK and LLanberis
average signing on rates (73% employment) perhaps reflecting the fact that the village is not as
economically destitute as a “dying village” may suggest. This suggests that at least 500 people a day
are either working in, or commute from Waunfawr, thus the proposed scheme may have
considerable effect on these persons. The village does not appear overall to look rundown and
remains a popular choice for professional families to locate to.
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The village is full of life. The schools are facing increased demand. These children will all add to the
increase in Welsh language speakers in North Wales and help integrate the community further.
We appreciate that it is tempting to rely on “kind” SPH promised donations to fix perceived amenity
needs (it is true the current football pitch is a few meters short) however, a more community based
fundraising approach may be more sustainable and rewarding? This promised donation has been
promoted many times in local papers with no balanced view of how in return the village must suffer
traffic, disruption and possible pollution.
What a number of residents have pointed out is it that Waunfawr has its own amazing outdoor
playground on the hills above. If this is properly protected, this can be used for local kids, families
and other residents to enjoy and attract revenue into the village from the tourism. With 90% of
those who responded to the village survey suggesting they already use Cefn Du for recreational
purposes and 92% objecting to the proposed Waunfawr access route should this village’s asset be
ruined?
Para 14.7.16 of the Draft ES states that, during the construction phase, tourism facilities located
alongside the A4085 and minor road leading to Q1, are likely to be temporarily affected by
construction traffic. A number of residents pointed out that 4 years in the tourism industry is not
temporary. The list (E?) shows the holiday accommodation in Waunfawr that is likely to be affected.
Holiday accommodation is increasingly being judged by potential clients using online review facilities
such as the “booking site” and “trip advisor”. Once reviews appear indicating that heavy traffic is
passing from seven o’clock in the morning to seven o’clock in the evening bookings are likely to
cease. The well-known phrase “once they’re gone, they’re gone” could be suitably fitting? Along
with dwindling visitor numbers, the corresponding employment and income they provide will also
go. A number of the holiday lets listed are located directly along the route proposed for the
construction of Q1 and will be very badly affected if the scheme gets approval. Other businesses
such as riding schools which rely on being able to take clients up into the hills on treks, whilst
training up local kids to pursue careers in equine related fields will also suffer. This was reflected in
feedback from questionnaires. The potential damage to riding routes is highlighted in (E29-31).
These needs have not been adequately addressed by SPH.
If we turn this hill back into an industrial site, both for the dam construction and possibly who knows
for what else afterwards, we threaten to remove one of the main reasons why innovative people
who start up local businesses, choose to make their homes here. Villages evolve and it seems
sensible to consider not just the obvious needs of those looking for building work (we understand
that all work is very important) but also try to value the contribution to the community existing
workers, employers and residents are making. Impacts on their lives and property values which may
be blighted for 4-20 years depending the type of precedent this sets and the controls that can be
emplaced to mitigate the worst damage, are not trivial. We do not feel SPH has communicated
adequately to residents along the access route what they intend to do in relation to blight (E26).

Chapter 3: Towards a realistic assessment of impact of construction traffic on
residents along the unnamed road to Cefn Du
Summary
When assessing the impact of construction traffic on residents and road users, a developer should
compare their realistic projected construction traffic flows to a realistic base flow without
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construction traffic. The impact assessment should consider traffic intensity, types of vehicles and
their associated noise and exhaust pollution, the potential risk to life, nuisance, way of life, and
blight to properties affected by construction traffic, either structurally or due to congestion and
noise pollution. This chapter addresses deficiencies in the traffic impact assessments of the DCO
application Chapter 12, which concludes that residents and road users are virtually not affected,
despite multi-fold increases in traffic and order of magnitude increases in HGV traffic.
It is concluded that the 2012 (QBC) and 2016 (community) traffic counts constitute the most realistic
base flow records and should be used to compare with projected construction traffic numbers in the
DCO application by SPH. Our impact analysis shows that for all main construction months, the
impact is severe (33%-67%) to very severe with traffic loads regularly exceeding 300% and up to
500% during construction. Such an impact is unacceptable as it cannot be adequately mitigated. We
urge the ExA and the developer to consider alternative routes as described in Chapter 4.

Traffic impact estimates by QBC (2012) and SPH (2015):
In 2012, QBC compared their projected construction traffic to a realistic base flow assessed by a 12
hour traffic count on 13th June 2012. However, the projected construction traffic numbers were
unrealistically low (when comparing with the numbers used in their DCO application from 2015),
leading to an unrealistically low perceived impact on residents.
A second traffic count commissioned by QBC/SPH in March 2015 apparently yielded a 54% higher
traffic count for the road to Cefn Du. Despite repeated requests, QBC/SPH have so far failed to
provide the documentation. The 2015 count was used in the DCO application (2015) to assess
impacts on road users and residents. The impact obviously seems less the higher the base flow used
to compare with construction traffic numbers. The 2015 count is potentially compromised by its
overlap with pilot drilling operations on Cefn Du as these were due to start around the time of the
2015 count. In the revised application by SPH submitted for a DCO in 2015, the projected
construction traffic numbers are vastly increased (doubling of vehicle movements and 5-10 fold
increase in heavy goods vehicles), despite the developer assuring local residents that nothing above
ground is changed in the new application.
We request access to the March 2015 traffic count to ascertain its validity and whether vehicles
related to the 2015 pilot drilling campaign were counted as part of the 2015 base flow.
In order to realistically assess the impact of the projected construction traffic numbers, the residents
of Waunfawr carried out an independent traffic count, following the methodology used in the 2012
traffic count commissioned by QBC, in order to assess the validity of the two previous counts
referred to by QBC/SPH.
This document provides an overview of the 2016 traffic count, compares this with the 2012 count,
and uses the consensus (average) base flow arising from this comparison to assess impact on
residents at the crossroads and those above the cattlegrid. For ease of comparison, the impact of
the 2015 construction traffic numbers is calculated for both the average of the 2012 and 2016
surveys and for the (undocumented) 2015 base flow numbers.
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Traffic count at Waunfawr Crossroads and Cattlegrid 17th March 2016
A ‘base flow’ traffic count commissioned by QBC in June 2012 was used to assess impact on road
users and residents in QBC’s original 49.9MW application. On request, the traffic count for
Waunfawr was supplied by QBC and we have it on file. The structure of this count was used to
design the Waunfawr Crossroads traffic count on 17th March 2016. The digitized base flow for the
‘Green lane’ to Cefn Du is available on request.
To ascertain the base flow traffic at the Waunfawr crossroads and along the unnamed road to Cefn
Du, residents along the Cefn Du road undertook a traffic count of all traffic entering and exiting the
Waunfawr Crossroads (Groeslon Ucha, see main in E1) between 7-19h on 17/03/16.
Two sites were chosen for the 2016 traffic count:
Site 1, Groeslon Ucha crossroads in northern Waunfawr:
A: Llanrug road (N), B: Snowdonia Fire Protection (unnamed road West), C: Groeslon Isaf (to
Waunfawr), D: Cefn Du (unnamed road, East)
Site 2, Cattlegrid on unnamed road to Cefn Du, mentioned as ‘Green Road’ in SPH’ DCO application
For both sites, vehicular traffic (cars, vans, OGV1, OGV2, PSV, motorbikes) and soft road users and
their direction of travel were recorded. The count at the cattlegrid (Site 2) is provided as E33.
We have the full details of the community traffic count on file and they are available on request. For
ease of comparison with the 2012 traffic count provided by QBC, we added up all motorised traffic in
both directions for the 4 roads meeting at the crossroads for the 2012 and 2016 base flow counts
(Table 1). Note that the results are in general agreement (up to +5/-12% deviation), suggesting that
these are representative for the traffic using the Waunfawr crossroads.
Waunfawr Traffic Count (17/03/2016) summary comparison with 2012 count
Site 1
Waunfawr crossroads
A (to Llanrug)
B (unnamed West)
C (to Waunfawr)
D (unnamed East)
Site 2
Unnamed road D at cattlegrid

17/03/2016
(community)
757
408
620
181
61

01/06/2012
(QBC)
818
389
700
205
n/a

20162012
-61
19
-80
-24
n/a

%
increase
-7.5
4.9
-11.4
-11.7
n/a

Table 1: Summary of March 2016 base flow traffic count and comparison with 2012 base flow. The
two base flow counts were generally within 10% of each other. Note separate count for the
cattlegrid on Road D suggesting base flow at this location is 1/3 of the same road at the crossroads.
A comparison of SPH’ 2015 traffic count with the averaged flows from the 2012 and 2016 counts
shows that 2015 numbers are 55% greater east of the cross roads (299 v 193) and 25% greater west
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of the crossroads (499 v 399). Any realistic impact assessments of construction traffic should thus
consider projected construction traffic numbers against the lower 2012 & 2016 baseflows.
A total of 183 vehicles and 54 ‘soft’ road users going up or down the unnamed road (lane D) were
counted at the crossroads. Further up, at the cattle grid the counts were 61 vehicles and 46 soft road
users. The comparison suggests that 2/3 of the vehicles using road D between the cattle grid and the
crossroads are residents or deliveries to residents.
Since the results of the 2016 traffic count at the crossroads is within 10% of the 2012 count
commissioned by QBC we argue that the 2015 count used by QBC/SPH to assess impact is
anomalously high and invalid as a baseflow comparison. We further argue that the real impact to
residents further up the road should use the projected construction traffic numbers relative to the
base flow at the cattle grid, not simply the crossroad base flow as this is 3-fold higher than base flow
above the cattlegrid.
The full base flow counts (2016 and 2012) are available on request from the authors.

2. Realistic impact assessment
In the following we provide a more realistic impact assessment than that provided by QBC/SPH in
both the 2012 application (where projected numbers were unrealistically low) and in the 2015 DCO
application (where the base flow was unrealistically high).
The more realistic impact assessment is achieved by comparing the projected construction traffic
numbers from the 2015 DCO application against the base flow at the cross roads and at the cattle
grid. As mentioned above the base flow numbers from the independent 2016 survey were
corroborated by their similarity with the 2012 base flow by QBC. For the base flow at the crossroads
we use the average of the 2012 and 2016 counts and for the cattlegrid on Cefn Du road (‘Green
Lane’) we use the 2016 count as no other records exist.
There are some inconsistencies in the 2015 DCO application that make it difficult to get a clear
overview of projected construction traffic numbers and these include (in DCO application Chapter
12, Appendix 12-2): no documentation for base flow used, uncertainty over the considerable vehicle
numbers accessing Q6 via the unnamed road leading to Q1, no budget for construction materials
used to estimate the number of heavy goods vehicles, unlikely scenario that all workers access Q1 in
a single vehicle (though upgraded to 7 vehicles in most months this is still likely too low). These
factors make it difficult to gain a clear picture of how much traffic is really going to use the Q1 access
route and we simply use the final numbers provided by SPH as “Glyn Rhonwy Pumped Storage
Development Consent Order Appendix 12.2 Construction Traffic Impacts on Links and Junctions”.
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Table 2: Impact assessment using realistic base flows (2012 & 2016 average at crossroads, 2016
count at cattlegrid) and DCO projected construction traffic. An assessment using the spurious 2015
base flow is included for ease of comparison with the SPH impact assessment. Note that a very
severe impact (>67% increase in traffic) is seen for all months at the cattlegrid and above whilst all of
months 7 to 29 have a very severe impact along the entire unnamed road (‘Green Lane’) from the
A4085 to Q1.

The very severe impact of projected construction traffic accessing Q1 through Waunfawr has not
been adequately quantified, nor has it been adequately considered by SPH in the DCO application.
We consider traffic increases of 300-500% completely unacceptable and argue strongly that an
alternative route should be found, ideally a direct route from Q6 to Q1.
Should construction traffic proceed to use the unnamed road through Waunfawr to Cefn Du we ask
that proper assessments are made as to the impact on buildings and residents in terms of structural
risk of collapse and landslip and nuisance from noise and congestion. These factors will severely
impact on the quality of life of residents who will be unable to move due to blight on the property
valuations along the proposed access routes. Please can the ExA and the developer consider
alternative routes and if this is not possible, make sure that proper mitigation is put in place to
assure the least possible impact on residents and other road users.
A previous attempt by QBC/SPH to measure sound and vibration from construction traffic was
invalidated by delay in setting up the equipment, missing the heaviest upgoing traffic. Upgoing,
heavily loaded vehicles grinding their way up Cefn Du are by far the noisiest part of the traffic load
and also cause ground vibrations and as yet there is no valid assessment of the impact of such traffic
on structures and residents. We ask that an independent body is set up to assess the real impact on
residents and to ensure that a traffic management plan including limits on working hours, numbers
and speeds of vehicles is put in place and adhered to with strict penalties for any breaches.
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However, even when all possible mitigation is considered, we all still wish for the alternative access
from Q6 to be considered as the most environmentally and humane solution. Alternatives are
further dealt with in Chapter 4 (below).

Chapter 4: Alternative Q1 Access Route Needed
We object to the plan for SPH to use the Waunfawr “Green/unnamed” road as the access to Q1 and
suggest more consideration is given to alternative routes. When querying alternative routes with the
developer, we were told that one of the main prohibiting factors against a road between the upper
and lower reservoirs within the “Glyn Rhonwy” development is that it might be visible from
Snowdonia. SPH’s own photos suggest that from immediate hills such as Moel Eilio the development
will already be glaringly obvious (Q1 will be a mountain car park full of construction vehicles). From
Snowdon and other sites within the park, the routing of a “green” temporary access track would
have a minimal additional visual impact (See Examples E34 & E35).
As stated in SPH’s DCO application, the Waunfawr access road would require > 2km of “extensive
road improvements” this will bring great disturbance to residents, the village’s water supplies and
recreational users (E7 & E15). Already at the Groeslon Ucha cross roads water mains are frequently
being dug up. Localised flooding damaged houses surrounding this junction last year and addition of
heavy traffic to this section of road could cause further damage to homes.
To avoid this and other detrimental impacts we suggest that a temporary, and actually “green”, road
(using slate or heavy duty temporary road surfacing, e.g. https://www.groundtrax.com/) be
implemented between Q6 and Q1 keeping all traffic within the proposed site. This would also
provide huge safety and visual benefits to the scheme. Firstly this would mean that traffic would not
need to travel an additional 10 km (depending on route chosen), in the later sections through
residential areas of Caernarfon, Llanrug and Waunfawr. The existing Llanberis road is a tried and
tested means of facilitating construction vehicles with the legacy of Dinorwig to prove it. The added
benefit would be that construction trucks, delivery vehicles and materials could be kept on the Glyn
Rhonwy industrial site screened by trees ensuring a safer and less disruptive containment of the
development (E35).
As residents, early on in the application procedure we were informed by QBC/SPH that the
Snowdonia National Park Authority had strong opinions that the “road” should not be seen by
tourists. We are not sure if they have been provided with adequate images of the predicted extent
of the construction site which will be easily visible from Snowdon and surrounding hills. Little has
been done to reassure residents of Waunfawr and other leisure users, incl. the Snowdon Marathon
participants that the Q1 dam will not appear as a towering monstrosity blocking their favourite
views/walks/runs (See E36 & E37).
We believe the SPH photo montages are not realistic, particularly from Snowdon. In E34 it is clear
that the impact during construction will be large. According to SPH in busy months there are likely to
be 249 vehicles including 71 HGVs parking/ turning a day at the site of Q1 in full view of Snowdon
(see E2). Would it not be less unsightly if they came up and down behind temporary slate mounds
which will presumably start to amass as quarrying proceeds? Tourists and residents will hear the
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distant (or near, depending on location) sound of explosives and hydraulic hammers anyway, and
perhaps if unlucky the rare sound of digger-munition interactions.
We believe that if the Snowdonia National Park were given more realistic information as to the
impact their decision would have on local communities, the answer SPH wanted would not have
been so forthcoming. Were they told the same unrealistic information, i.e. 2 lorries a day and 1 van
with workers for the Q1 dam, that does not sound bad? Were they told that the Waunfawr
councillor spoke on behalf of the village in support of the Scheme? As previously mentioned results
from our 2016 village survey suggest that 92% of respondents are against the use of this route
making it a very unpopular suggestion (Chapter 1).

Chapter 5: Overall Validity of Scheme
UK STORR capacity projected growth (figures taken from SPH’s own documents provided for the
2012 application DAS Sect 5.5): is from 4 GW (2011) to 7.5 GW (2025). The Glyn Rhonwy
development would thus provide 100 MW / 3,500 MW = 2.8% of the required capacity. In other
words, the UK would need 35 developments of this scale to fulfil its needs, equivalent to
£5,600,000,000 if using the same cost per MW as Glyn Rhonwy.
Once in operation it would aim to provide only 5.6 % of the capacity of its currently under-utilised
neighbour Dinorwig Hydro Electric Power Station (capacity 1.8GW). SPH may target slightly different
markets but has anyone looked into Dinorwig fulfilling this function too? It would in the long run
reduce the cost to the consumer and save at least some of the landscapes which will be targets for
future small developments similar to the SPH one.
The final cost for Dinorwig Power station was £425M. It was finished in 1984. This is equivalent to
2.8x (1984 cost) in 2012 terms: £1190M. Glyn Rhonwy would thus cost 13.4% of the construction
cost of Dinorwig whilst only delivering 5.6 % of the output, making it 1.5 times more expensive per
MW than Dinorwig. This seems rather inefficient and poor value for money, considering the 3-4
decades of technical developments since Dinorwig. For Dinorwig, purpose-built access roads were
constructed.
A moderately large wind turbine has a capacity of 5 MW, so QBC’s scheme would be equivalent to
the generating capacity of 20 offshore windmills. A vanishingly small contribution in the light of
recent and future wind farm developments offshore Wales involving many hundreds of turbines.
Will these types of developments themselves in the future favour on-site battery options such as the
rapidly evolving vanadium redox flow battery technology http://www.redtenergy.com/ making this
scheme a dinosaur not long into its operational existence?
If pumped storage is deemed the most favourable balancing option, then the UK would be better
served by one or two much larger schemes, ensuring a rewarding number of jobs and the associated
economies of scale providing much greater energy efficiency for the environmental footprint they
create (e.g. Strathdearn in Scotland). This would preserve most of our upland areas for enjoyment
for generations to come (https://scottishscientist.wordpress.com/2015/04/15/worlds-biggest-everpumped-storage-hydro-scheme-for-scotland/).
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Strathdearn: A first cost estimate for this pumped-storage site with 15 GW of pumped-storage
capacity is around £12B or £0.8M/MW compared with £1.6M/MW for Glyn Rhonwy.
Who is actually looking at the viability of this scheme and the ability of a company who has never
built a functioning HEP scheme in the past to make such grand plans? The designer as far as we
know has no qualification in this discipline. Does the UKPI panel have members with expertise in
Pumped Hydro Schemes that can evaluate if this truly is a structurally sound engineering project
(E38). Within the 2015 application submitted by ACECOM/SPH, errors in figures/calculations and
methodologies have been identified. Could these be indicative of things to come? Once off paper
and in the physical domain mistakes can cost lives.
Will decisions to allow such an expensive scheme to meet today’s needs seem ill thought out in a
few decades? Many future UK energy balancing predictions suggest the discrepancy between supply
and demand will in fact decrease over the coming decades, due in part to steered changes in
consumer energy behaviour, and different methods of supply. Should the nation be weary of
accepting quick fix Pumped Storage Developments that may only be viable assuming a unique and
potentially changeable set of financial incentives? From communications during the Waunfawr
community meeting, residents understood that SPH would rely on the premise that they will be able
to exploit the supply shortcomings of energy providers, such as wind farms, failing on paper to meet
their immediate supply commitments to the grid? When SPH steps in, charging as much as 5 times
the average energy tariffs for this service the cost inevitably comes back to the consumer. Larger,
well-thought-out systems which ensure lower tariffs would be better value to the UK. In this
uncertain market, the need to rely on over-the-odds prices to make this scheme viable seems a
dangerous gamble but this is the decision of SPH investors to make. However, failure once the
scheme has commenced, due to factors such as competition from other technologies, flood of
energy through future grid connections to Europe (also bringing energy composition changes),
changes in legislation, potential unexpected costs arising from UXO clear ups, or insurmountable
construction challenges may be a real possibility.
If the SPH scheme grinds to a halt who will clean up the mess? Our local council is financially
challenged and an aborted project would be a major safety concern and eyesore for recreational
users of Snowdonia for years to come.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
We oppose the scheme due to its vast environmental impact relative to its small output capacity and
limited utility in balancing the grid, dwarfed by neighbouring Dinorwig. The development would set
an unfortunate precedent that could end up blighting vast tracts of beautiful upland areas of Britain.
We strongly urge the ExA to consider appropriate scales of pumped storage to minimize the impact
on the British landscape.
We are concerned with the impact of heavy construction traffic using the country lane for 3 years,
with the permanent widening of the road proposed by SPH and with the future of the slate heaps
resulting from over-deepening of the quarries.
These concerns are shared by more than 85% of respondents to a survey of ca. 300 Waunfawr
households of which 22% responded.
We strongly oppose:
1) the use of the road for Q1 access by construction traffic as it will lead to years of nuisance, blight
and risk to people, buildings and livestock,
2) the widening of the road as it will facilitate increased use of the road by ‘boy racers’, and
potentially enable follow-on developments at the top of the hill,
3) future developments including mining/excavation of slate heaps for export and any organised
leisure activities (e.g. football pitch)
If Q1 access through Waunfawr is maintained and a DCO granted we ask that a strict traffic
management plan is put in place, that working hours are limited to 8-18h Monday to Friday, that a
liaison group is formed enabling residents to be consulted in all phases of the construction, that
proper blight and structural surveys of affected properties is carried out prior to any construction
traffic and adequate funds set aside and managed by an independent body to compensate those
affected, that proper noise and vibration monitoring is carried out. We oppose the proposed
common land swap along the proposed access route and request that any road widening is done
using construction grade temporary surfacing that can be removed upon completion of construction
traffic so that the green roadside can be restored. We finally ask that any DCO should stipulate that
the site around Q1 be restored to its present peaceful state with a clause that organised leisure
activities or slate mining will be prohibited for the duration of the scheme.
.
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E1

cefn-du.cymru
EXPECTING DELAYS from 2017 onwards?
DO YOU USE THESE ROUTES: WAUNFAWR-LLANRUG,
WAUNFAWR-CAERNARFON?
PLANNING APPLICATION FOR DAM ABOVE
WAUNFAWR UNDER CONSIDERATION
CLOSURE OF SOME CEFN DU FOOTPATHS/EXCHANGE
OF COMMON LAND
I dderbyn mwy o wybodaeth, gofynnwn i chi HAVE YOUR SAY: IT IS NOT TO LATE!
POTENTIALLY 3+ YEARS OF HEAVY CONSTRUCTION
gwblhau holiadur byr – ei fwriad yw ceisio
VEHICLES AFFECTING VILLAGE/COMMUTING TRAFFIC
bod o gymorth i’r pentrefwyr leihau
FLOW
effeithiau’r datblygiad. Gallwch ei gwblhau
UP TO 300% INCREASE ALONG ROAD TO CEFN DU
yn ddigidol ar y wefan yma:
ROAD
http://www.cefn-du.cymru neu â llaw
IN CERTAIN MONTHS > 140% Between Cros y Waun to
(dylech fod wedi derbyn yr holiadur ar
Groeslon Ucha
bapur).

E2

To find out more and fill out the short questionnaire that is aimed at helping the village reduce the developments impact,
please go online: http://www.cefn-du.cymru or fill out the questionnaire provided and leave it on your front door step for
collection Sat morning before 11 am. Maybe put a rock on it. All details will remain confidential.

1) Are you aware of the plans to build a large dam near the top of Cefn Du as part of
the 'Glyn Rhonwy' pumped storage development?
Yes
No
2) Do you use the common at Cefn Du for recreational purposes?
3) Are you in favour of the Glyn Rhonwy scheme?

Yes

No

Yes

No

4) Do you object to the routing of major construction traffic through Waunfawr and
Caernarfon to the Glyn Rhonwy Development?
No
Yes
5) Do you feel that you have been adequately informed about issues mentioned in
SPH's planning document including:
A) Volumes of construction traffic proposed to use Waunfawr road network
B) Increased risk of flooding and (unlikely) dam burst scenarios
C) Possibility of munitions being discovered in Glyn Rhonwy and being detonated on
site
Signature
Yes
No
Name

E3
1. A ydych yn ymwybodol o’r cynlluniau i adeiladu argae ger top cefn Cefn Du fel rhan o’r
Cynllun Storfa/Pwmpio Glyn Rhonwy.

ie

dim

ie

dim

ie

dim

2. A ydych yn defnyddio’r Tir Comin yng Nghefn Du i hamddena?
3. A ydych yn cefnogi cynllun Glyn Rhonwy?
4. A ydych yn gwrthwynebu’r cynllun i wirio trafnidiaeth gwaith adeiladu helaeth drwy
Waunfawr a Chaernarfon i Ddatblygiad Glyn Rhonwy?

ie

dim

5. A ydych o’r farn eich bod wedi’ch hysbysu’n ddigonol ynglŷn â’r pynciau a soniwyd
amdanynt yn nogfen cynllunio SPH, gan gynnwys:
A) Y bwriad i yrru trafnidiaeth y gwaith adeiladu ar hyd rhwydweithiau ffyrdd Waunfawr.
B) Y risg gynyddol o lifogydd, a’r posibiliad (annhebygol) o’r argae’n chwalu.
C) Y posibiliad o arfau rhyfel yn cael eu darganfod yng Nglyn Rhonwy, a’u ffrwydro ar y safle.
I dderbyn mwy o wybodaeth, gofynnwn i chi gwblhau holiadur byr – ei fwriad
yw ceisio bod o gymorth i’r pentrefwyr leihau effeithiau’r datblygiad. Gallwch ei
gwblhau yn ddigidol ar y wefan yma: http://www.cefn-du.cymru neu â llaw
(dylech fod wedi derbyn yr holiadur ar bapur). Wedi ei gwblhau, gofynnwn yn
garedig i chi ei adael ar eich stepen drws cyn 11am fore Dydd Sadwrn (hwyrach
â charreg ar ei ben!) Bydd manylion yn aros yn gyfrinachol

ie

dim
Llofnod
enw

E4

Set up village website (bilingual) to share info: http://www.cefn-du.cymru
and ask people to have their view (more than 1000 visits at time of writing)

E5

Survey Results:

~ 300 fliers handed out across the village. Count finished on Easter day 27.03.2016.
~ 22% response rate, very positive for average survey
> 1000 hits on http://www.cefn-du.cymru site between 15.03-27.03.2016

See next slide for easy to view responses!

Key finding:
The response suggests: 92% object to the current proposed access route through Waunfawr

E6

To find out more and fill out the short questionnaire that is aimed at helping the village reduce the developments impact,
please go online: http://www.cefn-du.cymru or fill out the questionnaire provided and leave it on your front door step for
collection Sat morning before 11 am. Maybe put a rock on it. All details will remain confidential.

1) Are you aware of the plans to build a large dam near the top of Cefn Du as part of
the 'Glyn Rhonwy' pumped storage development?
YES: 59

No: 7

YES: 60

No: 6

YES: 7

No: 54

2) Do you use the common at Cefn Du for recreational purposes?
3) Are you in favour of the Glyn Rhonwy scheme?

4) Do you object to the routing of major construction traffic through Waunfawr and
Caernarfon to the Glyn Rhonwy Development?
YES: 62

No: 5

5) Do you feel that you have been adequately informed about issues mentioned in
SPH's planning document including:
A) Volumes of construction traffic proposed to use Waunfawr road network
B) Increased risk of flooding and (unlikely) dam burst scenarios
C) Possibility of munitions being discovered in Glyn Rhonwy and being detonated on
site
No: 61
YES:
Signature
Yes4
Name
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Key finding:
Contrary to SPH’s assertion that this
is not heavily utilised by outdoor
enthusiasts, the village survey
showed that: 90% of the villagers
who replied to the survey use Cefn
Du for recreational purposes.
This and other beautiful landscapes
on the edge of the National Park
are under threat from development.
92% of respondents object to the
current proposed access route
through Waunfawr. SPH’s assertion of
negligible impact on residents and
leisure users do not hold!

Disruption of Snowdonia Marathon

Often used by tourists as a softer alternative
walk than high mountain routes (option to pop down
to pub in Waunfawr or Llanberis).
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Major NEGATIVE effect on multiple residences and businesses
along the route
Groeslon Ucha

To Q1

To Q1

Snowdonia Fire
Protection
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Example of junctions of concern

1

To Q1

6

2

1

To Caernarfon
Multiple drives exiting onto
road

2
2 4&5

3

3

4

5

Groeslon Ucha

Blind with adverse gradient

Very close to
Road. No traffic
Calming either

E10
6

5

8

Surrounded by increased
Traffic on both sides
QBC told about accidents at
this house (walls hit before!)

Hard for long wheel bases to
Turn right especially if on
Coming traffic: Jam

5

To Q1

10

10

8
9

7

6

7
9

Very narrow (walls one side,
house other. QBC told about
damage to this building by HGV
movements by forestry trucks
failed to not this in safety risk

5a

Limited room to widen road
Ditch runs along side

5a

Very close to
Road. No traffic
calming and too narrow
for lorries to comfortably
pass
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Lanes/Drives accessing upper section of proposed access route
Lots of private drives exit onto this road
How will a traffic light system prevent gridlock?
To Q1

Most residents
have family members
who drive to work,
adding to already
lengthy commutes!
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13

16
14

Safety: Very narrow
Why should residents move cars to
Carpark for SPH’s benefit? If car park
provided , what about danger in bad weather crossing
busy road with shopping etc.

SAFETY With no Speed limit
contractors may race past
houses with young families

12
11

17

17

Does SPH
intend to widen
here, land
owner not
approached

11

15

Livestock often needing
To cross to fields
SAFETY: Blind bend with
drives accessing it

16

14

13

15

12

Chapter 12 paragraph
6.39 states that on street
parking will need to be
addressed.
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Q1

Narrow unsuitable lane
Historic buildings at risk from vibrations
It is said that in 1170 a Welsh prince, Madog ab Owain Gwynedd,
sailed from Wales and landed on the US mainland over 300 years
before Columbus set out from Spain.
Historic home of Welsh Explorer/map maker John (1770– 1799)? He
was inspired by tales of ‘Welsh Indians’, and travelled to America
looking for the Welsh speakers amongst the Mandans.
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Major Incident: Accident blackspot

SPH have been told repeatedly about this and residents concerns about this
Stretch of lane: Not suitable for HGVs/ wide loads !!!!!

E15

Constant digging up of road to access water/ telecommunications
Houses in this area also suffered flooding in 2015 possibly due to problems with drains

Water pipes are adjacent to the lane above the
Cattle grid/adjacent to the common how will these
be kept safe?

What will 50+ HGVs/day in busy months
do to the village water supply?

E16
To Q1

To Q1

Walls are often made of boulder size
rocks and were not built not to withstand
HGV/heavy traffic loading/vibration.
Many of these have collapsed in the past
in some cases linked to logging trucks
using the lane. This lane is not suitable
for heavy traffic!
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Examples of potential houses at risk of landslip or
Collapse if this lane is used for construction traffic
Road level

Steep drop below house

Many cottages
have no foundations
need underpinning

Adverse ground levels
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Landslide risk

Landslide risk

Road level behind wall

View from one resident’s kitchen

Landslide risk

E19 As affected residents along the Waunfawr Access route we object to the use of this road
by SPH construction traffic.
We object to the purchase of 2.7 acres of common land by a private company SPH
We believe widening the road permanently will bring fast traffic (especially at night time)
to the village, possibly open up the site to other disruptive uses, bring fly-tippers to a
dead end road.
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No! to putting wide passing spaces outside peoples properties: Blight

No race track thanks!

Glyn Rhonwy is ready but
Waunfawr is not!
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Impact on nearby lanes

Narrow lane

Vehicles may try to use this narrow
lane and get stuck

Single lane

To Q1

Narrow lane

Single lane
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Congestion threat to surrounding roads?

E23

E24

NON SUITABLE LANDSWAP/Access diversion

Shady swampy
Safety issue in windy weather
Would you recommend Waunfawr children
to walk to their friends in Llanberis through a
dying wood? Let your dog off the lead for
a bog run full of spikey branches?
Not Acceptable! (See Open Spaces objection)
Swap these common views for those?:
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March 23, 2016 Caernarfon and Denbigh Herald

“now Gwynedd Council Planning Committee has approved plans for a
Maximum of 36,000 tonnes a year, transported by no more than four
30-tonne lorries a day” ( a neighbouring quarry)
But local residents now fear the plans will lead to extra trucks rumbling
through Rhosgadfan and nearby villages including Rhostryfan, Carmel and
Groeslon, leaving noise and dust in their path.”
Q: Could a protection order be set up on the excavated slate to ensure this
and surrounding slate piles remain on site indefinitely and can not be
quarried/utilised by opportunists?

Active Quarry
Penrhyn
Cefn Du?
Active
Y Fron
Quarry

Nantlle
Quarry

Yellow polygons indicate areas where quarry-transport related road noise impacts heavily
on residents. Orange polygons indicate areas potentially at risk from similar disturbance if
slate removal was to be allowed.
Could this spell the end for the peace of residents and tourists on the less protected edge
of the National Park?

E26
Major nuisance to residential
areas Map?
(this extends down to
Snowdonia Fire Protection
Agency see later slides)

Possible new slag?

Felled forest

Blight
Blight

?

Red: hypothetical house price
depreciation during
construction and subsequently
if a precedent for
reindustrialisation of this and
other scenic areas just outside
the park’s protective
boundaries is allowed
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Waunfawr businesses
•
•

678 Mobile Disco
Gorphwysfa, Waunfawr, Caernarfon, LL55 4LQ

•
•

Llidiart Wen Cyf. Writers
Llidiart Wen, Waunfawr, Caernarfon, LL55 4BJ

•
•

After School Club,
Canolfan Waunfawr, Waunfawr, LL55 4YY

•
•

E Lloyd Hughes Farmer
Treflan Isaf, Waunfawr, Caernarfon, LL55 4AX

•
•

Antur Waunfawr
Bryn Pistyll, Waunfawr, Caernarfon, LL55 4BJ

•
•

Michelle’s Ironing and Cleaning Steam Team
Vardre, 3 Gallt Y Bont, Waunfawr, Caernarfon,LL55 4YU

•
•

Arnwen Tyn Rhodd Boarding Kennels and Cattery
Tyn Rhodd, Waunfaur, Caernarfon, LL55 4EZ

•
•

Emrys Owen Gates and Railings
Waunfawr, Caernarfon, LL55 4EZ

•
•

Bach Ventures Ltd
Pentre Bach, Waunfawr, Caernarfon, LL54 7AJ

•
•

H G Owen Carpet Fitters
1 Caer Waun, Waunfawr, Caernarfon, LL55 4EJ

•
•

Blue Marble
3, Eilian Terrace Waunfawr, Caernarfon LL55 4DJ

•
•

Pant Waen Garage ltd
Waunfawr, Caernarfon, LL55 4YY

•
•

Kevin Davies Plastering Contractor
Hafan, 1 Gallt Y Bont, Waunfawr, Caernarfon,LL55 4YU

•
•

Robert Plaistir Electrical Services
Ty Gwyn, Waunfawr, Caernarfon, LL55 4AZ

•
•

Theresa Delacey-Vallecarde Commercial Artist
Cae Gwyn Farm, Waunfawr, Caernarfon, LL55 4EZ

•
•

Red Pepper Caterers
Tre Dafydd, Waunfawr, Caernarfon, LL55 4EZ

•
•

Dragon Design
Gwynllys, Waunfawr, Caernarfon, LL55 4BX

•
•

Rieveley Ceramics
Rhwng-y-Ddwyryd, Waunfawr, Caernarfon,LL55 4EZ

•
•

Fusion IT
1 Tai Cefn Du Terrace, Waunfawr, Caernarfon,LL55 4BJ

•
•

J Richard Chimney Sweep
19 Stad Ty Hen, Waunfawr, Caernarfon, LL55 4PJ

•
•

Gemini Solar Renewable Energy Ltd
Ty'N Y Weirglodd, Waunfawr, Caernarfon, LL55 4AX

•
•

Seismic Geoscience,
Hafod Oleu Uschaf, Groeslon, Waunfawr LL55 4EX

•
•

G P Electrical Services
Cefn Y Waen Isaf, Waunfawr, Caernarfon, LL55 4LQ

•
•

Snowdon Water Ltd Mineral Water
Gwredog, Waunfawr, Caernarfon, LL54 7AX

•
•

E Hughes Telecomms Engineers
15 Trefeilian Estate, Waunfawr, Caernarfon,LL55 4PZ

•
•

Snowdonia Fire and Security
The Old Smithy, Waunfawr, Caernarfon, LL55 4YS

•
•

John’s Property maintenance
Fron Ddwyryd, Waunfawr, Caernarfon, LL55 4AX

•
•

Snowdonia Mortgage Services
Rhos Alun, Waunfawr, Caernarfon, LL55 4YS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

D Jones Central Heating Services
Bron Eifion, Waunfawr, Caernarfon, LL55 4YS

•
•

Snowdonia Parc Brew Pub
Waunfawr, Caernarfon, LL55 4AQ

JPW Electrical Ltd
Plas Bod Hyfryd, Waunfawr, Caernarfon, LL55 4YY

•
•

Snowdonia Riding Stables
Weir Glodd Fawr, Waunfawr, Caernarfon, LL55 4PQ

J W Health and Physio Ltd
Ysgoldy, Groeslon, Waunfawr, Caernarfon,LL55 4SD

•
•

Village Veg and Licensed stables
Tyn Cae Newydd, Waunfawr, Caernarfon, LL55 4BX

Kannys Face Painting
Tyn Cae Newydd, Waunfawr, Caernarfon, LL55 4BX

•
•

E F Webb Carpenter
Mon Abri, Waunfawr, Caernarfon, LL55 4BQ

•
•

WebDesigns Ltd
Hafod Oleu, Waunfawr, Caernarfon LL55 4EX

•
•

Weldpar Cymru Wales
Welding Supplies Centre, Waunfawr,Caernarfon, LL55 4YY

•
•

C Williams Building Contractor
19 Bro Waun, Waunfawr, Caernarfon, LL55 4DQ

•
•

David Williams Cabinet maker
Ty'N Y Ceunant, Waunfawr, Caernarfon, LL55 4AX
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Holiday Accommodation
• 1 Pen Clip, Waunfawr, Caernarfon LL55 4YY
• Beech Tree Cottage, Groeslon, Waunfawr, Caernarfon LL55 4SB
• Caban Wen
• Tre Wen, Waunfawr, LL55 4EZ
• Hafod Self Catering Holidays
• Hafod Rhug Uchaf Waunfawr LL55 4SD
• Hendy
• Waunfawr, LL55 4BX
• Mary and Tom,
• Apartment, Groeslon, Waunfawr
• Pentre Bach Bunkhouse,
• Waunfawr, Ll54 7AJ
• Rhosgoch Cottage
• Rhosgoch Cottage, Waunfawr, Snowdonia
• Snowdonia Parc Campsite
• Waunfawr, Caernarfon, LL55 4AQ
• Tyn-yr-Onnen Farm, Caravan and Campsite
• Waunfawr LL55 4AX
• Y Bwrthyn
• Waunfawr, LL55 4BJ
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E6

Important connective route for
walkers and horse riders, mountain bikers
taken out of action. Not addressed by SPH

E30

Compromised amenities
Key section for circular rides

Blasting/ construction traffic Hazard
Closed assess
Important horse riding routes
That will not be useable during
4 years of construction ?

These include tourist attractions:
e.g. very popular Snowdonia Riding Stables
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In the long run does this
mean this section is open
for biking, riding, walking?

Q1

Temporary carpark
How good will the land be
here after?
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2016 residents voluntary traffic count positions, 17th March 2016
Positions where the 2016 count
took place on a sunny Thursday.
Below: 2016 count compared with
2012 count, within ca 10%

To Q1

To Q1

To Caernarfon

The cattle grid marks a total change in traffic
and nature of the road. On the left hand side is
Common Land and on the right cottages and
fields.
2016 count showed 30 vehicles one way (61
Two-Way (one quad up before count started))
Mainly used by residents/tourists and farmers.
SPH’s revised construction traffic numbers
would result in 300% increase , 800% in peak
months, with a 10 to 30-fold increase in HGVs
Such an increase can only be considered severe
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E34
E1: 1) Contest limited visual impact of Scheme
2) Argument that a temporary road between Q1 and Q6 make little difference?
Use of alternative route Q6-Q1 route: any construction traffic accessing from Q6 side to
Q1 will be barely visible from important tourist sites compared with the carpark and
works sites visible from Snowdon and Moel Elio.

Q1
Q6

Snowdon Track
High Visibility of Dam from Snowdon (especially if back wall needs cementing) > 20 + m above waterline?
Yellow & Orange construction site with > 200 vehicles on site/ turning a day in busy moths (59 HGVs)?
Purple; Dam
Red bottom Reservoir?
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E2: Large site + 100s of vehicles at Q1 already visible. Lots of options to engineer green road
If zig-zag temporary slate piles could b used to screen
Q!

Q1
?

Alternative Route:
~ 1.5km not > 10 km+ with nuisance and
threat of safety to villages on route ?

?

?
?
?

Optimal route to be decided by engineers
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E4

Visual impact of the area

Lovely view for runners/walkers

Disconnection of popular
route between villages of
Waunfawr
Llanberis
and Llanberis
?

Waunfawr

Currently hard for users of this area
to visualise what is planned
?
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E5

Hypothetical image of huge difference if dam lip is datum
referenced to carpark or higher point on existing slag heap! See examples

Reference A

25 m?

Reference B

25 m?

A Huge towering dam
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Other specialists idea about the viability of scheme
e.g. http://www.theengineer.co.uk/pumped-storage-a-new-project-for-wales/
“David Smart 16th April 2015 at 9:31 am While I have nothing but admiration for
Dave Holmes and all the dedicated entrepreneurs and engineers attempting to
build and run our modern industrial nation, what he describes above is essentially
the mother of all market failures. A defunct/discredited ideology has put in place
a dysfunctional framework for electricity generation and distribution. This artificial
construct can’t deliver the necessary infrastructure. There’s no market discipline
here and nothing to attract the required investment (especially in R&D), aside
from price guarantees which bleed the consumer. Above all, unworkable
legislation has been set in stone, such as the definition of energy storage as
‘generation’ and laws which preclude National Grid from working in that arena!
This is insane.”
Lets hope this engineer is wrong otherwise Cefn Du will be ruined for no just
cause!

Other objections/queries
Not referred to in text
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NO to exchange of common land along access road! No to Access through Waunfawr!
Major concern over permanent road widening, permanent passing spaces, change in
type of lane, generation of fast traffic, paving the way for other schemes and
most importantly loss of common land where most have access to it.
SPH propose passing spaces
every 170 m (this would be a permanent
effect). Many current spaces constantly littered
with Mc Donald's wrappings etc. and drug related
rubbish which residents constantly clear up to keep
common an enjoyable landscape for all.

?
?

Adverse winter conditions
can make road usage challenging

Is this factored into
working schedules?

NO ROAD WIDENING

Q1

If large HGVs/vans have to wait in passing
spaces close to houses for up going traffic
straining up steep gradients: Major noises and privacy
issues (hydraulic air brakes)
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Construction noise?
1.8 million tonnes of slate being dumped
as well as quarrying, blasting and traffic?

Stream which gets lots of
water from
road/common diverted
course last year
Took out residents
drive/bridges down stream

Felled forest not efficient noise barrier

Unknown height of new
slate heap (does noise
Modelling consider this?)

Please can we see realistic
modelled noise maps for
Construction, traffic and
blasting?

~935,000 m 3
1.8 million tonnes
To Q1
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Noise
•

•
•

•

We have major concerns about validity of the modelling of noise receptors. Figure 13.2 –Headpond
(Q1) construction noise (vol4efig13.2q1headpondconstructionnoise.pdf) shows no noise to the West
of the order limits. A forest area is marked on the map and this coincides with the cessation of effect.
However, this forest was recently felled and is currently inhabited by young trees which do not
provide much of an obstacle to sound waves (E13). There are a number of houses to the west which
are less than a mile away. Considering the noise is modelled to travel south more than 2.7 km it is
likely that the houses west of Q1 will experience noise levels of greater than the “acceptable 55 dB”
limit suggested for quiet rural areas.
Please can the residents see the details of the noise modelling study? Our community would be keen
to use a noise source and record the sound propagation on days with different atmospheric conditions
to substantiate the likely effect.
Also as construction noise is likely to have a significant impact on the residents along the access routes
health and quality of life for ~4 years during the construction, we suggest including a map of projected
noise along this route. This should represent the nature of the HGVs and exceptional loads groaning
their way up the Cefn Du hill (“vehicles travelling uphill would struggle to continue uphill if forced to
wait for a vehicle approaching in the opposite direction”.(Vol2bch12_transportissued.pdf) and the
sound of air breaks of downward waiting HGVs. We believe that there are considerable grounds for
blight and no one along the access track has been informed about how SPH wishes to deal with these
issues.
We ask SPH to declare any intention to use the proposed Q1 access road outside the hours of 7-19h
and how they plan to ensure that residents’ sleep is not disrupted . Previous small-scale works (pilot
drilling) saw frequent high speed traffic increases at unsociable hours linked with security guard shifts
and this caused interruption of residents’ sleep. As most residents hold day jobs, this is unacceptable.

